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Tante idee in un po' di filo

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBDMC-E262450

Tante idee in un po' di filo
25 original patterns to cross-stitch and embroider following
the instructions by the famous Italian designer Mariateresa
Capo Berti.
63 pages

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Bordi
da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBDMC-E262467

In the second volume dedicated to the *Quaderni di Emilia Ars* you can find the techniques to make some nice hems to decorate all you want and like.
Authors: B.R. Bellomo, C. D'Alessandro, L. Monteventi.
78 pages.

**Price: € 20.00** (incl. VAT)
Il Retino

Modello: LIBFB-978889262474

Il Retino: Orli, sfilature e greche.
The explanations in this volume derive directly from the experience of the author and they are as easy as possible. Also the proposed works are easy to make and based on squares and rectangles to make the creation simpler. Once learnt the basic techniques you will be able to realize even harder projects in the retino style.

Author: Silvana Fontanelli.

62 pages.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Fiori

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262436

Quaderni di Emilia Ars: Fiori
This guide describes through pictures and charts the creation of some flowers according to the doily technique called Aemilia Ars. With the nickname of "The aristocrat women", here are six passionate designers from the Aemilia Ars: Bianca Rosa Bellomo, Paola Casadio, Carla D'Alessandro, Paola Lesti, Luisa Monteventi, Elisabetta Saccani. 63 pages.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Il Piacere del Ricamo

This book is an invitation to embroider especially for those who want to start knowing this technique. In a very simple and clear way, Silvana Fontanelli gives a lot of ideas with images and charts. The propositions are simple but can also be modified for different variations and applications. You can make several projects: lamps, tents, bags, tablecloths, mats, aprons etc.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Lavori a fili contati

Lavori a fili contati - Tante applicazioni, tanta fantasia, tanti colori
In this publication you will find many different illustrated works of easy execution that will be a great source of inspiration for plenty of ideas. Detailed instructions and charts will help you create original embroideries on big and small surfaces.

Author: Silvana Fontanelli.
64 pages.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Caterina de' Medici. Un ricamo a punto filza

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262641

Caterina de' Medici. Un ricamo a punto filza
The Running Stitch is the basic technique for the Catherine de' Medici embroidery which reproduces with thread and needle geometrical charts of the Renaissance. The volume follows the research developed by the author on this particular Italian embroidery, going through tradition with innovative intents. A captivating technique, apparently easy, but not very expected.

Author: Rosalba Pepi
128 pages in Italian.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Natale con il chiacchierino ad ago

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262702

After the great success of her two previous manuals, Alicja Kwartnik presents "Natale con il chiacchierino ad ago". The author, throughout new and original projects, teaches you the art of needle tatting. All the creative ideas in this work are Christmas-themed. A book rich of pictures and illustrations, with complete lessons, perfect for both beginners and experts.

64 pages in Italian.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Le sfilature legate
da: Nuova S1

Modello: LibFB-9788889262399

An instructional text on a particular embroidery that describes through pictures, sketches and charts, the manufacturing technique called "sfilature". Author: Liliana Babbi Cappelletti
64 pages in Italian.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Lace Pizzo di Verona is a technique simple, but original, from the early twentieth century. You will find a first part with history and then a second part with the photos and charts with explanations of this technique.

Author: Bianca Rosa Bellomo - Anna Castagnetti - Donatella Granzarolo

112 pages in Italian.

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Creare Gioielli con il chiacchierino ad ago

da: Nuova S1

This book is for beginners as well as professionals suitable. In the first part explains how to create lace with a needle, inserting of different elements (Glass beads, hook, snap hook, and so on). Everything with pictures and drawings. In the second part of the book you will find necklaces, bracelets and earrings projects.

Author: Alicja Kwartnik
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Nuovi ricami a treccia

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262542

In this book you will discover about 15 Braided embroidery projects. With drawings, datasheet, pictures and stitches explanation. Suitable for beginners and professionals.

Cristina Notore - Paola Paglierani
64 pages.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
This book is about an old embroidery technique: Deruta Sfilato. The author gives to readers the opportunity, thanks to the pictures, instructions and charts, to learn this technique. The projects are a modern version of this ancient tradition of Pistoia (Italy).

Maria Elide Melani
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Progetti moderni per ricami a fili tesi
da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262566

Embroidery, colors, unusual combinations. The projects presented in this manual suggest ideas to create original artifacts.

Anna Castagnetti
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Broderie Suisse

dia: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262597

An imaginative embroidery technique. Nine projects step by step explained, that will give you some great new ideas.

Anna Castagnetti
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Disegnare Ricamando

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262627

A book by the Talea club, with drawings by Gianfranco Zavalloni, about the braid embroidery. Cristina Notore, Paola Paglierani
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Quaderni di Aemilia Ars - Frutti Classici

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262658

With the third publication of Quaderni di Aemilia Ars you will find all the techniques explained to create delicious fruits that you can apply all that you want.
Bianca Rosa Bellomo - Carla D'Alessandro - Luisa Monteventi
80 pages.

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
Bambole

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262672

In this book you can discover dolls and other objects, all created with a very modern crochet style.
Luisa De Santi
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
In this book you will find many ideas to embroider hems, which will focus your projects, just like a frame.
Anna Castagnetti
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
From tradition to modern working techniques: Filet with needle or "Farfilè".

Maria Lanziano
80 pages in Italian

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
Il Punto Cologna

da: Nuova S1

The Cologna point has Italian origins (Cologna Veneta near Venice). We thought this particular point was gone, but Marilisa Edoni rediscovered it and proposed it now in her book.

Author: Marilisa Edoni
64 pages in Italian.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Orecchini con il chiacchierino ad ago

da: Nuova S1

The book contains 9 models of earrings made with the technique of the frivolity with needles. Each model is accompanied by charts, descriptions and images. The Illustrated Tatting Guide, inserted at the end of the book summarizes all the main steps of this technique, described in the previous three books by the same author: Chiaccchierino ad ago, Creare gioielli con il chiacchierino ad ago and Natale con il chiacchierino ad ago.

Author: Alicja Kwartnik

48 pages in Italian

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Il Merletto Veneziano ad Ago

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262757

The Venetian and Burano lace is certainly the most complex, but certainly also the most versatile. This edition will give you the chance to try this art, thanks also to the instructions, photos and charts.

Author: Ombretta Panese - Marialuisa Severi

64 pages in Italian.

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
The painter Guido Fiorini is a key figure of the Art Nouveau style of Bologna, his profession began in 1902 in the studio of San Francesco in Bologna, with Alfonso Rubbiani and with the artists of Aemilia Ars. The love for drawing led him work with the main Italian magazines of the early twentieth century.

Author: Francesca Ghiggini

112 pages in Italian.

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Il manuale completo del Ricamo Estense
da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262771

A practical handbook for those who want to learn this embroidery technique inspired by the Renaissance.
Author: Elisabetta Holzer
224 pages in Italian

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
Ricami sui nastri

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262788

The ric rac ribbons are very versatile. The author gives a lot of ideas, accessible to beginners, with detailed explanations to decorate their creations.

Author: Anna Castagnetti

64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Deruta sfilato due

da: Nuova S1

In the second book, dedicated to Deruta Sfilato, the author has added new explanations and charts. So that the embroideries are simple and suitable for everyone. The red fabric is for Christmas projects and the fabric with spring colors is the right one for decorating cushions, bags and lamps. A modern version of the old tradition of Pistoia.

Maria Elide Melani
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Quaderni di Aemilia Ars - Corso Base

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262825

A book about the first part of the Antonilla Cantelli lessons. Recommended for those who want to learn the Aemilia lace.

Bianca Rosa Bellomo - Carla D’Alessandro - Luisa Monteventi

64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Filo, tela e fantasia

da: Nuova S1

A book about some old Italian stitching style (like for exemple the Punto Fiamma also known as Punto Bargello) who are revisited and explained by the author who gives a lot of tips.

Autor: Silvana Fontanelli
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Quaderni di Aemilia Ars - Corso Base Due

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262832

After the success of the previous Corso base, it is now time for the second edition. New charts and step by step explanations to create more beautiful creations. Recommended for those who want to learn the Aemilia lace.

Bianca Rosa Bellomo - Carla D'Alessandro - Luisa Monteventi

64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
I retini nel Merletto Veneziano ad Ago

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262849

The Venetian and Burano lace is certainly the most complex, but certainly also the most versatile. The second edition shows the techniques to create nets and the different background elements.

Autor: Ombretta Panese - Marialuisa Severi

64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
A simple technique for painting with the needle and thread. Embroidery that is easy to implement, but even very elegant. Ideal also for the beginner. In this edition, you will find clear explanations and about 12 charts.

Autor: Laura Boglione
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Braccialetti con il chiacchierino ad ago

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262863

The book contains 9 models to create bracelets with the tatting technique. Each model has descriptions and pictures. The manual you will find at the end of the book, is a summary of this technique, that was explained in the four preceding books by the same author: Chiacchierino ad ago, Creare gioielli con il chiacchierino ad ago, Orecchini con il chiacchierino ad ago and Natale con il chiacchierino ad ago.

Author: Alicja Kwartnik
48 pages in Italian

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Quaderni di Aemilia Ars - Corso Base Tre Progetti e tecnica
da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262887

Here ends the path of the Basic Class with more or less traditional motifs. The book is complete of a sequence of pictures showing the use of the "a staggia" loom. 64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Stumpwork - Un ricamo in rilievo

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262894

Stumpwork is a stunning form of embroidery that allows to create three-dimensional works. This manual was written by author Manuela Scarpin to share techniques and personal variations that bring to life unique arrangements, that put together embossed embroidery with other forms of expression such as needle painting embroidery and silk ribbon.
A simple and clear book with pictures and techniques explained step by step.
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Motivi Decorativi nel Merletto Veneziano ad Ago

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262900

This third publication dedicated to needle Venice lace gives, throughout instructions, pictures and charts, new ideas and techniques to create various decorative patterns.
64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Libro di Lavorieri
da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262917

This book, which will rejoice plenty of enthusiasts, accurately reproduces the extremely rare specimen printed in 1591. Many of these patterns went on to inspire the production of Aemilia Ars lace. There are only three known samples of the original work, the most complete of which has been reproduced in this work. The publication is entirely bilingual in italian/english (translation by Jeanine Robertson) and is completed by an historical overview by researcher Bianca Rosa Bellomo. Author: A. Passarotti with Bianca Rosa Bellomo

64 pages in english/italian

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
Bordi con il chiacchierino ad ago

da: Nuova S1

This book contains many designs for needle tatting edgings. This technique allows you to create the lace directly on the fabric, for a modern and innovative touch. Each edging comes with charts, description and pictures.

Author: Alicja Kwartnik
48 pages in Italian

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Sfilature

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262948

After the great success of the previous publications, Silvana is now ready to show us her point of view on drawn stitch. This manual displays many designs with detailed instructions. Plus, lots of ideas to embellish different kinds of objects.

Author: Silvana Fontanelli

64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Disegni di Aemilia Ars - Bellomo-D’Alessandro-Monteventi

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBF9-9788889262962

This book gathers images from the original pictures of Aemilia Ars. These designs, that range from easy to difficult, are a real gift for all embroidery lovers.

Bianca Rosa Bellomo - Carla D'Alessandro - Luisa Monteventi

Text in Italian.

144 pages

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Per non perdere il filo

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788889262979

Tips, instructions and practical solutions to face the typical doubts and uncertainties about the preparation of embroidered and laced objects.
A trip into the world of threads, fabrics, tools, the creation of designs, how to transfer them onto fabrics and all those little details that you must check before beginning your work.
A clear and essential manual for all those who are just getting to know this beautiful art, a practical guide for all.
Author: Elisabetta Holzer
128 pages in Italian.

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
Quattro Bordini - Disegni di Aemilia Ars

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788885743007

A book with four designs of borders to be made with the Aemilia Ars technique. These designs come with a full-size drawing of the border, a description and step by step pictures. This work is suitable for all those who already have a notion of this technique.

Authors: Bianca Rosa Bellomo - Carla D'Alessandro - Luisa Monteventi

Text in Italian.

48 pages

Price: € 10.00 (incl. VAT)
Il Macramè di Sabrina

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBF-9788889262993

From the basic knots of macramé, to Margarete, all the way to the making of twelve designs. All works are explained step by step and classified by level of difficulty. Tablecloths, earrings, necklaces, bracelets, buttons and much more. A book suitable for beginners and for all those who wish to know more about these techniques.

Author Sabrina Salvioli

64 pages in Italian

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Perugian embroidery, whether in white or with colorful threads, is very easy to do and is perfect for creating beautiful works in no time. The same charts used for perugian embroidery can also be used for Filling Stitches. In this book the author compares both of these beautiful techniques.

Author: Silvana Fontanelli

Text in Italian.

64 pages

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
I Fazzoletti - Breve storia di un amore

da: Nuova S1

Modello: LIBFB-9788885743069

A work with pictures and stories by Damiano Pellicano on the most important item from his collection of antique handkerchiefs. A unique collection of highest historical value and a time frame from the late 1700s to the 1940s. The curator, Adriana Armanni is the one who gave the final touch to this work by adding drawings and alphabets to embroider.

Author: Damiano Pellicano
160 pages in Italian.

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)